JPL Day 9/29/16

Tech Talks

*What Drives Curiosity? Robotics Technologies on the Mars Science Laboratory*
Presenter Mark Maimone (BS MCS ’87, Ph.D. SCS ’96)
10:00 AM – 11:00 AM, Newell-Simon Hall, Room 3305

*Exploring Space with Augmented Reality*
Presenter: Parker Abercrombie
11:00 AM – 12:00 PM, Newell-Simon Hall, Room 3305

*Protecting Space in Cyber Space: When the Aliens are Hackers*
Presenter: Kymie Tan
1:00 PM – 2:00 PM, Newell-Simon Hall, Room 3305

*Technology Developments Enabling Future NASA Missions*
Presenter: Gregory Davis
2:00 PM – 3:00 PM, Newell-Simon Hall, Room 3305

Company Information Session

*Explore Your Career @ JPL*
Rashid Auditorium, Gates & Hillman, 4401
5:00 PM – 7:00 PM
*Dinner Provided*

Ready to explore your future?

jpl.nasa.gov/opportunities

*View from Galileo of Jupiter’s icy moon, Europa.

Follow @JPLCareers: